
 

Courion Delivers on Enhancements to Market-Leading IGA Suite 

Updates to Access Assurance Suite Include User Interface Enhancements, Performance Improvements and 
Flexible Configuration Options 

WESTBOROUGH, MA, May 20, 2015 — Courion®, the market leader in intelligent identity governance and administration 
(IGA), today confirmed the upcoming 8.5 release of the Access Assurance Suite. The Access Assurance Suite, the industry’s 
first end-to-end intelligence-driven identity governance and administration suite, leverages analytics to provide insight 
gleaned from an organization’s identity and access data so that accounts can be more accurately provisioned, access risks 
can be identified and minimized, and compliance can be maintained on a continuous basis. 

Courion continues to deliver regular product updates, and this announcement builds on earlier news of 21 percent growth 
in year-over-year bookings in Q1 of 2015. The upcoming release of the Access Assurance Suite, a 2015 Gartner Magic 
Quadrant for Identity Governance & Administration (IGA) Leader, includes user interface enhancements, performance 
improvements against baseline measures, and the addition of flexible configuration options for Courion customers. 

“Our mission is to make the increasingly challenging job of an information security executive easier,” said Venkat Rajaji, 
Vice President of Product Management and Marketing for Courion. “To that end, every improvement we make in the 
Access Assurance Suite is intended to automate routine provisioning tasks, provide the ability to identify and eliminate 
compliance issues as they occur so governance activities are streamlined, and predict and prevent the problems that lead 
to access risk so a data breach can be deflected or detected in the shortest possible time.” 

Additional details on the update to the Access Assurance Suite will be shared with customers at CONVERGE, the 
company’s annual customer conference occurring this week. To learn more about the Access Assurance Suite and how 
you can add intelligent identity and access management solutions to your security controls, contact 866.Courion or 
info@courion.com. 

ABOUT COURION 
With deep experience and more than 600 customers managing more than 10 million identities, Courion is the market 
leader in identity governance and administration (IGA), from provisioning to governance to Identity and Access 
Intelligence (IAI). Courion provides insight from analyzing the big data generated from an organization’s identity and 
access relationships so users can efficiently and accurately provision, identify and minimize risks, and maintain continuous 
compliance. As a result, IT costs are reduced and audits expedited. With Courion, you can confidently provide open and 
compliant access to all while also protecting critical company data and assets from unauthorized access. 

To learn more, contact 866.Courion or info@courion.com or visit www.courion.com or follow linkedin.com/Courion-
Corporation. 

Courion is a registered trademark of Courion Corporation. All rights reserved. All other company and product names may 
be trademarks of their respective owners. 
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